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A common goal of stratigraphic studies is usually the subdivision of a sequence 
of rock strata into mappable units, determining the time relationships that are 
involved, and correlating units of the sequence—or the entire sequence—with rock 
strata elsewhere. Following the failed attempts during the last half of the 19th 
century of the International Geological Congress (IGC; founded 1878) to 
standardize a stratigraphic scale, the International Union of Geological Sciences 
(IUGS; founded 1961) established a Commission on Stratigraphy to work toward 
that end. Traditional stratigraphic schemes rely on two scales: (1) a time scale 
(using eons, eras, periods, epochs, ages, and chrons), for which each unit is 
defined by its beginning and ending points, and (2) a correlated scale of rock 
sequences (using systems, series, stages, and chronozones). These schemes, 
when used in conjunction with other dating methods—such as radiometric dating 
(the measurement of radioactive decay), paleoclimatic dating, and paleomagnetic 
determinations—that, in general, were developed within the last half of the 20th 
century, have led to somewhat less confusion of nomenclature and to ever more 
reliable information on which to base conclusions about Earth history. 

word Root/stem affix Gram. Func. Type word meaning 

stratigraphic stratigraphy Suf (_ ic) Noun - adj derivative estratigráficos 

usually usual Suf (_ ly) Adj - adverb derivative generalmente 

subdivision divide Pref (sub_) 
Suf (_sion) 

Verb - noun derivative subdivisión 

determining determine Suf (_ing) Verb – verb 
(progressive) 

inflexional determinando 

units unit Suf (_ s) Noun (plural 
form) 

inflexional unidades 

standarize standard Suf (_ ize) Adj - verb derivative estandarizar 

gaological geology Suf (_al) Noun - adj derivative geológicas 

difined difine Suf (_ ed) Verb – verb 
(past 
participle) 

inflexional definida 

measurement measure Suf (_ ment) Verb - noun derivative medida 

information inform Suf (_ ation) Verb - noun derivative información 
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